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Sometimes customers will need help carrying out and completing a task on your
Web site. This pattern group describes ways to structure your site to minimize
problems and improve your task completion rate.

PROCESS FUNNEL

SIGN-IN/NEW ACCOUNT

GUEST ACCOUNT

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

PERSISTENT CUSTOMER SESSIONS

POP-UP WINDOWS

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

CONTEXT-SENSITIVE HELP
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✲ BACKGROUND

All Web applications that lead visitors through stepped tasks—PERSONAL

E-COMMERCE (A1), SELF-SERVICE GOVERNMENT (A4), WEB APPS THAT WORK

(A10), and ENABLING INTRANETS (A11)—need ways to help people succeed
at completing the tasks.

✲ PROBLEM

Customers often need to complete highly specific tasks on Web sites, but pages
with tangential links and many questions can prevent them from carrying out
these tasks successfully.

People enjoy completing the tasks they start. Yet all kinds of distrac-
tions—including links that lead off the critical path, extra steps, and extra

PROCESS FUNNEL
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H1

A1 A4

A10 A11

(www.dell.com, May 18, 2002)H1.1

Figure H1.1 

Dell uses a process funnel consisting of
several logical steps that guide cus-
tomers to quickly configure and pur-
chase a personal computer.
Information in a pop-up window
shows additional details but keeps cus-
tomers in the funnel so that they can
continue to completion. 

▲
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H1

content—can inadvertently lead them away from accomplishing their
goals. These diversions can have legitimate purposes, however, such as
providing continuity, giving visitors opportunities to explore, providing
instructions, or providing extra details. Striking a balance between these
various forces and the actual task can be challenging.

Minimize the Number of Steps Required to Complete a Task • Customers
find tasks daunting if there are too many steps. A process funnel should
have just two to eight discrete steps. Anything less than two steps is not a
process, and a process of more than eight steps is unmanageable. If there
are more than eight steps, try to split the process into two or more sepa-
rate process funnels, or try combining multiple steps into one page. How-
ever, this is not always a viable solution because one choice may precede
another, and not every page can hold all the information that customers
might need at certain points.

Provide a Progress Bar to Let Customers Know Where They Are in the Process
Funnel • Showing a progress bar at each step lets your customers know
how much farther they need to go to complete the task (see Figure H1.2).
It is often not worth your time to make the individual steps on the
progress bar clickable because doing so adds more complexity but little
benefit for customers.

Remove Unnecessary Links and Content While Reinforcing the Brand •
Removing links and content unrelated to the task at hand will reduce the
number of distractions, making it more likely that your customers will
successfully complete their tasks. Remove all NAVIGATION BARS (K2), TAB

ROWS (K3), LOCATION BREAD CRUMBS (K6), and EMBEDDED LINKS (K7), leav-
ing only the links and ACTION BUTTONS (K4) that help visitors reach their
goals. Take out any content that is superfluous to the task.

Reinforce the Web site brand to minimize any disorientation customers
might feel from sudden changes in navigation options. Use the same
fonts, images, colors, layout, and logo throughout the Web site so that no
matter where they are, people know they’re still on the same site.

K2

K6 K7K3

K4

(www.half.com, October 24, 2001)H1.2

Figure H1.2 

Many Web sites use a
progress bar to let
customers know
where they are in the
process funnel and
how much farther
they have to go. 
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Use Pop-Up Windows to Provide Extra Information, without Leading Visitors
Out of the Process Funnel • Sometimes customers need additional infor-
mation that you have not provided on a page, such as extra help or prod-
uct details. Provide a link to a POP-UP WINDOW (H6) containing CLEAN

PRODUCT DETAILS (F2) (see Figure H1.1), CONTEXT-SENSITIVE HELP (H8), or in-
formation from the FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (H7) page, to make the
extra information less intrusive. Your challenge is to implement this extra
content without detracting from the main purpose.

Make Sure the Back Button Always Works • Customers often use the Back
button on browsers to modify answers they have typed in on previous
pages. However, if the Web site is not implemented correctly, the infor-
mation they have already entered may be lost when they hit the Back
button, forcing them to type everything again. In the worst case, people
get a cryptic error message saying that the posted information was lost.
You can address this annoying problem by temporarily storing the infor-
mation they type in on each page, redisplaying this information if cus-
tomers hit the Back button, and then overriding the temporarily stored
information on the page if it is changed.

Always Make It Clear How to Proceed to the Next Step • Some Web pages are
longer than can be displayed on a customer’s Web browser. The problem
is that people sometimes get lost if the critical ACTION BUTTON (K4), the
one that takes them to the next step, is hidden below the fold. Place HIGH-

VISIBILITY ACTION BUTTONS (K5) both high and low on the page, ensuring
that at least one of the critical action buttons will always be visible with-
out scrolling.

Prevent Errors Where Possible, and Provide Error Messages Whenever Errors
Do Occur • People will always make mistakes, even with the best of de-
signs. You can provide good customer service if you use structured fields
and sample input to help PREVENT ERRORS (K12). At the same time, pro-
vide MEANINGFUL ERROR MESSAGES (K13) whenever errors do occur.

✲ SOLUTION

Minimize the number of steps required to complete a task, keeping them
between two and eight. Remove unnecessary and potentially confusing links
and content from each page, while reinforcing the brand to maintain a sense of
place. Use pop-up windows to provide extra information, without leading peo-
ple out of the process funnel. Make sure the Back button always works so that
customers can correct errors. Make it clear how to proceed to the next step
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with high-visibility action buttons. Prevent errors where possible, and provide
error messages whenever errors do occur.

PROCESS FUNNEL
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H1

A4A1

A11A10

F1

H2

G4

K3K2

K7K6K4

E1

K12

K13

H5

H8

H6H7

K5I2

Figure H1.3 

A process funnel lets
people complete
their goals by break-
ing down compli-
cated tasks into a
small number of
steps, using pop-up
windows for detailed
information, and
reducing the number
of links to only the
critical ones, so that
people are never
distracted.

✲ CONSIDER THESE OTHER PATTERNS

Many kinds of Web sites use process funnels, including sites for PERSONAL

E-COMMERCE (A1), SELF-SERVICE GOVERNMENT (A4), WEB APPS THAT WORK

(A10), and ENABLING INTRANETS (A11). Customers use process funnels
when they finalize purchases through QUICK-FLOW CHECKOUT (F1), when
they create new accounts through SIGN-IN/NEW ACCOUNT (H2), and when
they post new messages to a RECOMMENDATION COMMUNITY (G4), to name
some examples.

Remove NAVIGATION BARS (K2), TAB ROWS (K3), irrelevant ACTION BUT-

TONS (K4), LOCATION BREAD CRUMBS (K6), and EMBEDDED LINKS (K7) to 
ensure that customers stay on their paths. However, keep strong SITE

BRANDING (E1) so that customers still know where they are.
Design process funnels to PREVENT ERRORS (K12), and provide MEANING-

FUL ERROR MESSAGES (K13) when errors do occur.
Track your customers through PERSISTENT CUSTOMER SESSIONS (H5) to

avoid problems with the Back button, and to save customer-entered
information.

Move extra content, such as CONTEXT-SENSITIVE HELP (H8) and FREQUENTLY

ASKED QUESTIONS (H7), to POP-UP WINDOWS (H6) to keep the main task
page on the screen. Make the next action visible by keeping it ABOVE THE

FOLD (I2) and by using HIGH-VISIBILITY ACTION BUTTONS (K5).

H1.3
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✲ BACKGROUND

To provide PERSONALIZED CONTENT (D4), PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDATIONS

(G3), and other individualized services, Web sites need a way for both
returning customers and new customers to identify themselves. This pat-
tern covers the sign-in and new account processes, describing how to
structure the design of these pages, as well as common mistakes to avoid.

✲ PROBLEM

One process has to handle both returning customers, who sign in and identify
themselves to get personalized content, and new customers, who need to cre-
ate an account before going further on the site.

The sign-in/new account pattern solves this problem by using a variation
of the PROCESS FUNNEL (H1) to achieve its goals: an easy way for customers
to sign in if they already have accounts, and an easy way for visitors to
create new accounts. The sections that follow identify some things you
should consider when creating a sign-in mechanism.

SIGN-IN/NEW ACCOUNT
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H2

D4

G3

H1

Figure H2.1 

MSN Hotmail has an
easy sign-in if cus-
tomers already have
an account, or if visi-
tors create a new
account on the spot.

(www.hotmail.com, October 26, 2001)H2.1
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(www.ebay.com, May 16, 2002)H2.2

Collect the Minimum Amount of Information for Creating New Accounts •
You risk alienating potential customers if creating a new account takes
too long, if you ask for too much personal information, or if the process
doesn’t run smoothly. If creating a new account is simple and painless,
more customers will do it (see Figure H2.2).

Make Clear Which Fields Are Required and Which Are Optional • Splitting
the information into required and optional fields can help keep account
creation short. Many Web sites flag required fields with bold type or as-
terisks so that customers are clear on what is optional.

SIGN-IN/NEW ACCOUNT
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H2

Figure H2.2 

If you want visitors
to create a new
account, make the
process simple and
painless by minimiz-
ing the number of
possible mistakes
and by keeping it as
short as possible. 

▲
▲ ▲

The information
needed to create an
account is minimized.

▲

▲

The reason the infor-
mation is needed is
clearly stated.

Asterisks denote
required fields.

A sample entry and
separate fields for
different parts of the
phone number mini-
mize the potential
number of mistakes
here.

▲

Optional and required
information are cleanly
separated.
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Prevent Errors • Smooth the account creation process by PREVENTING

ERRORS (K12), and by providing examples of the data you expect. For
example, if you need a phone number, should it be shown in the format
(510) 555-5555 or 510 555 5555? Or do you need an international
phone number, such as +1 510 555 5555? Develop software that accepts
any possible format so that any number typed in can be translated into
the format that your databases use.

Provide Your Web Site’s Privacy Information • Include a link to your
PRIVACY POLICY (E4) on the account creation page, to explain your FAIR

INFORMATION PRACTICES (E3). Have explanatory text describing why you
need certain pieces of information, and how that information will be
used. For example, e-commerce sites need to make it clear that they need
their customers’ e-mail addresses and phone numbers in case there are
delays in shipping or problems with the order, and that these pieces of
information will not be used for spamming with promotional e-mail or
phone calls unless the customers choose those options.

Have a Process for Handling Forgotten Passwords • People often forget their
passwords, especially if they have many accounts on different Web sites.
Web sites need mechanisms for helping people remember their pass-
words. One approach is to send the password to a customer’s e-mail
address. You will already have the e-mail address from the customer’s
sign-up.

However, there are several potential dangers. E-mail systems are not
always secure, and although doing so is difficult, hackers could break in
and get your visitor’s password.

Avoid sending passwords through e-mail if your Web site provides
access to sensitive information, such as a student’s grades or a customer’s
bank account. For special cases like these, one partial solution is to have
customers create a security question when they open a new account. This
security question requests a piece of personal information, such as a
favorite pet’s name, the person’s city of birth, or a mother’s maiden name
(see Figure H2.3). If customers forget their passwords but can answer the
security question, they either get a hint to what their password is, or they
can reset it. Have your software check that the answer to the security
question is not the same as the password. If it is the same, then provide a
MEANINGFUL ERROR MESSAGE (K13) explaining the point of the security
question and how it works.
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H2

Figure H2.3 

(a) eBay asks a secu-
rity question in case
a customer forgets
his or her password.
(b) The security ques-
tion is used to reset
the password if the
customer forgets
what it is. 

(www.ebay.com, May 16, 2002)

H2.3b

H2.3a

▲
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Another solution is to create a one-time URL and e-mail that to your
customers. When they click on the link, the URL will take them to a
unique page on the site where they can change their password. That way,
the password is never transmitted, and the ability to change the password
is given only once with that URL.

Another partial solution is to have customers go to a physical location
and bring pieces of identification so that someone on your staff can reset
the password. This approach makes sense for Web sites that serve a local
area, such as a school or a university. It provides more security, but it is
still not foolproof because people can fake identification and it can be
time-consuming for the customer.

Don’t Force First-Time Customers to Sign In Too Early • There are two rea-
sons not to hide all your content behind a sign-in screen. First, you could
reduce traffic. Pages that require a sign-in will cause most search engines
to fail. This means that none of those pages will ever appear when people
search sites like Google or Yahoo!. Second, visitors dislike having to cre-
ate a new account just to see the content of a site, particularly when it is
a shopping site. Tempt people with enough content to persuade them to
stay around a little longer.

You can address both of these issues by dividing your Web site into a
public portion that is accessible to everyone and a private part that
requires people to sign in. The public part is a sampler, which might pro-
vide headlines, a few paragraphs of fresh content, or complete access to a
few pages.

✲ SOLUTION

Collect the minimum amount of information you need to create new accounts.
Make it clear which fields are required and which are optional. Prevent errors
where possible. Provide your Web site’s privacy information. Have a process for
handling forgotten passwords. Do not force first-time customers to sign in too
early.
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✲ CONSIDER THESE OTHER PATTERNS

The sign-in/new account pattern is actually a version of PROCESS FUNNEL

(H1), which covers techniques to help customers complete highly specific
tasks.

Sign-in/new account should be designed to PREVENT ERRORS (K12) and
to provide MEANINGFUL ERROR MESSAGES (K13) whenever errors do occur.

Make your PRIVACY POLICY (E4), which explains your FAIR INFORMATION

PRACTICES (E3), prominent when visitors sign in, or when they’re creating
a new account. Use a SECURE CONNECTION (E6) if sensitive personal infor-
mation is involved.

Content that requires people to sign in cannot be indexed by search
engines. See WRITING FOR SEARCH ENGINES (D6) for more information.

SIGN-IN/NEW ACCOUNT
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H2

H1

K12

K13

E4

E3

E6

D6

Figure H2.4 

In general, the process of signing into a Web site should go as follows:
Visitors come to an entry point (a) that requires them to sign in (b).
Customers who already have an account and remember the password
can sign in and continue (f). Visitors who want to create an account do
so (e) and then continue (f). Returning customers who enter the wrong
account information or password are blocked from continuing (c). 
A returning customer can ask to receive help remembering the password
or to have the password reset (d).

H2.4
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✲ BACKGROUND

Some customers prefer just to use a Web site instead of having to create
an account first. An example would be going through the QUICK-FLOW

CHECKOUT (F1) without having to go through SIGN-IN/NEW ACCOUNT (H2).
This pattern describes guest accounts in detail.

GUEST ACCOUNT
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H3

F1 H2

Figure H3.1 

HealthGiant lets its
customers make
purchases as either
guests or registered
members. When pur-
chasing as a guest,
customers are
assured that their
personal information
will be used for only
processing the order
and will not be kept
in the company’s
database.

(www.healthgiant.com, February 27, 2002)H3.1
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✲ PROBLEM

Many customers will be put off and possibly leave the site if they have to create
an account to use the Web site. However, you need information from customers
in order to support them in their tasks.

Customers may become annoyed if they have to create yet another
account and password just to make a purchase on PERSONAL E-COMMERCE

(A1) sites. This is especially frustrating for customers who intend to make
only a single purchase and have no plans to return in the future.

Forcing customers to create an account is just another barrier to entry,
and it may cause some people to leave your site. Requiring your cus-
tomers to give you personal information before making a purchase vio-
lates the standard “sales script” that people are familiar with when they
shop in regular stores (see QUICK-FLOW CHECKOUT (F1)). On the other
hand, you need shipping and billing information to complete a purchase.
healthgiant.com makes a nice compromise by assuring its customers that
their shipping and billing information will be used only for the current
transaction (see Figure H3.1). The U.S. Mint’s Web site makes similar
assurances to its customers (see Figure H3.2).

This is one instance where guest accounts make sense. In this case the
guest account lets customers make purchases first. Once they have com-
pleted the QUICK-FLOW CHECKOUT (F1), they are given the option of creat-
ing a new account, thus saving all of the information about shipping and
billing that they have just typed (see Figure H3.3). It can be helpful to
inform your customers up front that they will not need to create an
account before checking out (see Figure H3.4).

WEB APPS THAT WORK (A10) are another place where guest accounts
make sense. For example, you might let first-time customers try out the
service, and only when they want to save their information ask them to
create a new account.

GUEST ACCOUNT
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GUEST ACCOUNTH3

H3.2a

(www.usmint.gov, February 27, 2002)H3.2b

Figure H3.2 

(a) The U.S. Mint’s
checkout gives cus-
tomers an option
between Continue
Checkout and Mem-
ber Checkout. (b)
The first option leads
to the Billing
Address page, which
assures customers
that the information
submitted will be
used only for the
purpose of fulfilling
the order. 
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H3

Figure H3.3 

Outpost.com lets
people without
accounts make pur-
chases first and then
create an account, if
they choose. It also
provides an expe-
dited checkout
process for cus-
tomers who already
have an account. 

Figure H3.4 

Taxpayers Australia’s
Web site makes it
very clear to its cus-
tomers that they do
not need to be mem-
bers of the site
before purchasing
tax information
there. 

(www.outpost.com, October 26, 2001)H3.3

(www.taxpayer.com.au, February 27, 2002)H3.4
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GUEST ACCOUNT

✲ SOLUTION

Give new visitors the option of creating an account at the end of a process,
rather than forcing them to create one at the beginning.

H3

H2

F1

H5

H3.5

✲ CONSIDER THESE OTHER PATTERNS

Guest accounts are an alternative to requiring customers to go through
the SIGN-IN/NEW ACCOUNT (H2) process at the beginning of QUICK-FLOW

CHECKOUT (F1).
To implement guest accounts, use temporary session IDs, as discussed

in PERSISTENT CUSTOMER SESSIONS (H5).

Figure H3.5 

Make account creation optional, and
put it at the end of the process.
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✲ BACKGROUND

All Web applications that provide personalization, such as PERSONAL 

E-COMMERCE (A1), NEWS MOSAICS (A2), and COMMUNITY CONFERENCE (A3),
need a way to let customers manage personal data.

Patterns: Helping Customers Complete Tasks 477

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT H4

A3A2A1

Figure H4.1 

This account man-
agement page lets
customers see and
update all the infor-
mation that Buy.com
manages for them.
Customers can
update their e-mail
address, payment
information, and
shipping details, as
well as see the status
of their past and cur-
rent orders. 

(www.buy.com, February 20, 2002)H4.1
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ACCOUNT MANAGEMENTH4

G7

✲ PROBLEM

Customers need to see and manage the information a Web site keeps about
them.

Web sites need to keep track of a great deal of information about their
customers to create highly PERSONALIZED CONTENT (D4) for them. For ex-
ample, a PERSONAL E-COMMERCE (A1) site might store shipping address,
billing address, and credit card information to streamline the checkout
process. A NEWS MOSAIC (A2) might store the kinds of news articles that a
specific customer likes, presenting a high-value news site tailored for that
individual. A COMMUNITY CONFERENCE (A3) site might store a customer’s
favorite message boards and favorite participants, making it easy to find
new and relevant discussions. A STIMULATING ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

(A9) site might store a customer’s movie and music preferences and pro-
vide recommendations.

When you’re developing a personalized Web site, remember that one
of the FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES (E3) is access. Individuals should be able
to see the information that a Web site has about them, correct inaccurate
data, and delete undesired data. This is not just a matter of fairness; it is
also a matter of practicality. If customers give you their mailing addresses
when creating new accounts, it makes sense to let them change them if
they move.

We call any kind of system designed to help people manage their per-
sonal information an account management system. Account man-
agement systems are essential to any Web site that offers personalized
content. In the sections that follow we offer some ideas about how to
design these systems.

Provide a Single Page That Gathers All the Account Information in One
Place • Your Web site can store a great deal of information about individ-
uals. Consolidating all the information in one place makes it easy for peo-
ple to see and manage their information. Figure H4.2 shows how the U.S.
Mint Web site lets customers manage their address books, wish lists,
ORDER TRACKING AND HISTORY (G7), and other information.

As another example, Figure H4.3 shows how CDNOW, a music site,
groups all of the information related to an account on a profile page. This
page lets customers check whether their contact information, prefer-
ences, and financial information are correct and up-to-date.

D4

A1

A2

A3

A9

E3
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H4

Figure H4.2 

The U.S. Mint Web
site lets customers
manage all their
account information
in one convenient
place. 

Figure H4.3 

CDNOW consolidates
all of a customer’s
account information
on a single page. 

(www.usmint.gov, February 1, 2002)H4.2

(www.cdnow.com, February 11, 2002)H4.3
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Provide a Task-Based Organization Scheme to Let Customers Modify Their
Information • Use a TASK-BASED ORGANIZATION (B4) scheme that lets visi-
tors access their account information while they are in the middle of a
task, without having to go back to the account information page to add or
update information. For example, Figure H4.4 shows how CDNOW pro-
vides links to let customers change their credit card information while
they are checking out.
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ACCOUNT MANAGEMENTH4

B4

Figure H4.4 

CDNOW shows cus-
tomers their account
information in con-
text, when they need
it for a specific task.
For example, cus-
tomers can change
their credit card
information at the
checkout instead of
having to go back to
the account informa-
tion page. 

Figure H4.5 

An account manage-
ment system should
use a secure connec-
tion to protect each
customer’s personal
information and
should guide cus-
tomers through the
steps needed to see
and change their
information.

(www.cdnow.com, February 11, 2002)H4.4

✲ SOLUTION

Provide a single page that gathers all the customer’s account information in
one place. Use a task-based organization scheme to let people see and modify
their information in the context of specific tasks.

H4.5
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H4

E3

D4

D5

E2

F5F4

G7F6

B4

E6

✲ CONSIDER THESE OTHER PATTERNS

As part of the FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES (E3), every Web site that pro-
vides PERSONALIZED CONTENT (D4) must also provide an account manage-
ment system to let customers manage their personal information. Such
information might include customers’ favorite MESSAGE BOARDS (D5), 
E-MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS (E2), address books for QUICK ADDRESS SELECTION

(F4), shipping preferences for QUICK SHIPPING METHOD SELECTION (F5), PAY-

MENT METHOD (F6) information, and ORDER TRACKING AND HISTORY (G7).
Use a centralized organization scheme, with all the information in one

place, as well as TASK-BASED ORGANIZATION (B4), where the information is
spread out according to task.

The more sensitive the data is, the more protection customers need. If
the account management system contains sensitive personal or financial
information, use a SECURE CONNECTION (E6) with extremely strong en-
cryption to protect the data.
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✲ BACKGROUND

All Web applications that provide any degree of PERSONALIZED CONTENT

(D4), such as PERSONAL E-COMMERCE (A1), COMMUNITY CONFERENCE (A3),
and WEB APPS THAT WORK (A10), need a way to identify and track
customers.

PERSISTENT CUSTOMER SESSIONS
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H5

D4 A1 A3

A10

Figure H5.1 

Cookies are the most
common way of
implementing per-
sistent customer ses-
sions, which are
necessary to provide
personalized serv-
ices. However, cook-
ies pose several
implementation and
privacy problems. 

(www.cookiecentral.com, November 28, 2001)H5.1
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✲ PROBLEM

To provide personalized services, Web sites need to identify and track their cus-
tomers while the customers are on the site.

HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is the means by which pages are
downloaded from a Web server to a Web browser. When HTTP was first
invented, it was designed to be stateless, meaning that Web servers had
no memory of who was requesting pages or which pages customer had
seen. All customers saw exactly the same Web pages.

This limitation made it difficult for designers to provide personalized
services, such as SHOPPING CARTS (F3), PROCESS FUNNELS (H1), and PERSON-

ALIZED CONTENT (D4). It also made it impractical to provide fee-based ser-
vices, such as an online news site that customers would pay monthly
subscription fees to view. Customers would have to enter their identity
and password for every page they downloaded. What was needed was a
way of providing customer sessions so that Web servers could keep
track of who their customers were and what they were doing on-site.

Cookies were invented to solve this problem. Cookies are small pieces
of data used by Web servers to uniquely identify customers. However, it is
more useful to think of this problem in terms of temporary and persistent
customer sessions.

Temporary Customer Sessions • Sometimes Web servers remember cus-
tomers for a short period of time, usually until the customer closes the
Web browser. Temporary customer sessions are useful when a Web
site needs to maintain only short-lived information about customers,
such as what items are in the customers’ SHOPPING CART (F3) or which
part of the QUICK-FLOW CHECKOUT (F1) they’re in.

There are two ways of implementing temporary customer sessions.
Session IDs temporarily store the identity of a customer in Web ad-
dresses. The session ID is usually a long, nonsensical string, such as http://
www.website.com?sessionid=$qoijlgsk185794q$. This string is passed along in
every page the customer sees, but it is discarded when the customer leaves
the site. Session cookies also temporarily store the identity of a person.
When a customer closes his or her Web browser, however, the session
cookie is deleted, making it impossible to track people over long periods of
time. The chief difference between session IDs and session cookies is that
session cookies are sent to Web servers through HTTP, instead of through
the Web address. For all practical purposes, though, the two are equiva-
lent when used to implement temporary customer sessions.

PERSISTENT CUSTOMER SESSIONS
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Persistent Customer Sessions • Compared to temporary sessions, persist-
ent customer sessions let Web servers remember customers for longer
periods of time. Persistent customer sessions are useful when you want 
to maintain permanent information about a customer, such as when your
site generates PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDATIONS (G3) or shows customers
their ORDER TRACKING AND HISTORY (G7) information. A good rule of
thumb is that if your customers ever need to go through the SIGN-IN/NEW

ACCOUNT (H2) pattern, you probably need to use persistent customer
sessions.

Persistent customer sessions are implemented with persistent cook-
ies, which are similar to session cookies but are stored on customers’
hard drives, allowing your Web site to track customers over longer peri-
ods of time.

Differences between Temporary and Persistent Customer Sessions • Table
H5.1 not only shows the differences between the two kinds of customer
sessions, but also describes when one should be used over the other, as
well as which patterns require use of a particular type of customer session.

Most of the patterns you can implement through temporary customer
sessions can also be implemented with persistent customer sessions. For
example, you can implement INTERNATIONALIZED AND LOCALIZED CONTENT

(D10) with temporary customer sessions, by having each customer select
a specific language on the homepage. All of the subsequent pages will be
displayed in that language, as long as the customer’s Web browser re-
mains open. However, once the Web browser is closed, that information
is lost. If you used persistent customer sessions, the Web site could store
customers’ language preferences so that they would not have to select
the language every time they visited.

The only pattern unique to temporary customer sessions is GUEST

ACCOUNTS (H3), which describes how to implement temporary accounts.
This pattern applies when customers are certain they want to purchase
something now, but they do not plan to return. A guest account would
let customers add items to their SHOPPING CARTS (F3) and proceed through
the QUICK-FLOW CHECKOUT (F1) without having to go through the SIGN-

IN/NEW ACCOUNT (H2) process of creating a new account and a password.

Choosing between Temporary and Persistent Customer Sessions • Two fac-
tors to consider when you’re choosing between temporary and persistent
customer sessions are complexity and privacy. Temporary customer ses-
sions are easier to implement because you do not need to store most of
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the information permanently. With persistent customer sessions, how-
ever, the customer’s preferences and customized information need to be
stored in a database, and this data must be retrieved every time the cus-
tomer returns.

Temporary customer sessions are also better for consumer privacy
because lots of data is thrown away after customers close their Web
browsers, making it difficult to track a customer’s browsing habits over an
extended period of time. On the other hand, persistent customer sessions
make it easier not only to track customers, but also to provide stream-
lined, personalized services.

Because of privacy concerns, SELF-SERVICE GOVERNMENT (A4) Web sites
are restricted in their use of customer sessions. In June of 2000, the Office
of Management and Budget published a memorandum establishing U.S.
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CONTENT (D10)

• PROCESS FUNNELS (H1)

• GUEST ACCOUNT (H3) (which 
implies SHOPPING CARTS (F3) and 
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Persistent cookies
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• MESSAGE BOARDS (D5)
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• SIGN-IN/NEW ACCOUNT (H2)
• ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT (H4)

Mode of
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Context for
use

Patterns
involved

Table H5.1 

Temporary and Per-
manent Customer
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federal policy on the use of cookies.1 In general, the OMB stated, a self-
service government Web site should not use cookies unless it

• Provides clear and conspicuous notice of their use
• Has a compelling need to gather the data on the Web site
• Has appropriate and publicly disclosed privacy safeguards for han-

dling information derived from cookies
• Has the personal approval of the head of your organization

Although the memorandum does not explicitly say so, the government
is more concerned about the use of persistent cookies than session cookies
on government Web sites. Here, use session cookies rather than persistent
cookies because session cookies do not pose the same privacy concerns.

Two Warnings about Customer Sessions • Avoid putting any sensitive data
in session IDs. Occasionally customers will see a URL like this:

http://www.xyzzyz.com/index.html?user=jhong

or worse:

http://www.xyzzyz.com/index.html?user=jhong&password=xyzzyz

making it easy for snoopers to see the password.
Similarly, cookies are not securely transmitted, meaning that clever

hackers can see the cookie data being passed back and forth. If you
designed your Web site improperly, a hacker would be able record a
customer’s cookie data as it was sent, and then could impersonate that
individual.

The first step in solving this problem is to understand the difference
between identification and authentication. A user name is an exam-
ple of identification, stating who someone is. Passwords are examples of
authentication, proving that customers really are who they say they are.
Cookies help streamline identification, but they should not be used for
authentication unless there is nothing sensitive to protect.

If sensitive information is involved, divide the Web site into secure
pages (those that require authentication) and insecure pages (those that
customers can always view). Many e-commerce sites are designed so that
customers can browse the site and add items to the SHOPPING CART (F3), but
so that to start the QUICK-FLOW CHECKOUT (F1), they must have a SECURE

CONNECTION (E6) and go through the SIGN-IN/NEW ACCOUNT (H2) process.
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✲ SOLUTION

Use customer sessions to provide personalized services. Use temporary cus-
tomer sessions for short-lived temporary data or when privacy concerns dic-
tate, such as on self-service government Web sites. Use persistent customer
sessions for long-lived data, or when the customer’s identity needs to be
known. Avoid placing any sensitive data in session IDs. Use cookies for identifi-
cation, but not for authentication.

PERSISTENT CUSTOMER SESSIONS
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Persistent customer
sessions are main-
tained by a small
piece of information
passed between the
Web browser and the
Web server. This
information can be
used to create per-
sonalized content
and services.

H5.2

✲ CONSIDER THESE OTHER PATTERNS

Any Web site that requires visitors to go through the SIGN-IN/NEW

ACCOUNT (H2)  pattern, or that provides any form of PERSONALIZED CON-

TENT (D4), requires persistent customer sessions.
Every Web site needs a clear and well-thought-out PRIVACY POLICY (E4)

that explains the FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES (E3) and how your site uses
persistent customer sessions.

Consider using SECURE CONNECTIONS (E6) when you use persistent cus-
tomer sessions, especially if potentially sensitive data is involved. Finan-
cial information, the authority to make purchases, and personal data are
examples of sensitive data.
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✲ BACKGROUND

Some PROCESS FUNNELS (H1), CONTEXT-SENSITIVE HELP (H8), and EMBEDDED

LINKS (K7) need to display information in addition to the current page,
without taking visitors to another Web page. This pattern describes how
pop-up windows can be used for this purpose.

POP-UP WINDOWS
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Figure H6.1 

Use pop-up windows
to keep the main
browser window visi-
ble while displaying
another page. Pop-
up windows are use-
ful for surveys and
advertisements, and
for showing extra
information while
maintaining a spe-
cific context. In this
example, a survey
window asks visitors
to evaluate the use-
fulness and usability
of the Web site. 

(guir.berkeley.edu, May 18, 2002)H6.1
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✲ PROBLEM

You need to show the customer extra information, while maintaining context
and keeping the customer’s Web browser on the same page.

Sometimes customers need additional information that is not on the cur-
rent Web page, but at the same time they need to stay there. For exam-
ple, you want customers to remain on the main path of a PROCESS FUNNEL

(H1), but you also want them to read extra information that might be
useful.

As another example, you want to use EMBEDDED LINKS (K7) to let your
customers see potentially useful and interesting content on other sites. At
the same time, however, you want to keep your customers on the same
page, to maintain coherence in the text and to keep them on your site.

One solution is to use pop-up windows to create new browser win-
dows, letting customers see other Web pages while keeping their original
browser windows on the same page. However, too many pop-up win-
dows can be confusing and overwhelming. In this section we describe
some ideas for using pop-up windows.

Use Automatic Pop-Up Windows for Showing Unrelated Information When
People Enter or Exit a Web Site • There are two kinds of pop-up windows:
automatic and link based. Automatic pop-ups appear simply as a result
of a customer’s arrival at or departure from a Web site. These kinds of
pop-up windows usually contain advertisements or surveys for improv-
ing the quality of a Web site.

Many people find advertisements in automatic pop-up windows
annoying, but some Web sites have found success with them. One recent
innovation is the pop-under advertisement, which places an advertise-
ment pop-up window under the customer’s browser window so that cus-
tomers will not see the window until they close their browsers. If you
want to show pop-up advertisements, there are many factors to consider,
including usability, customer satisfaction, and business revenues. We can-
not say for sure whether pop-up windows are good or bad for a Web site.
This is something that has to be judged on a case-by-case basis.

Another use of pop-up windows is for surveying your customers, a
powerful tool for understanding the needs of customers and how well the
Web site is meeting those needs. Using a bit of JavaScript, you can ran-
domly select customers so that only a few will be shown the pop-up sur-
vey. Figure H6.1 shows an example of a pop-up survey.

POP-UP WINDOWS
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Use Link-Based Pop-Up Windows to Show Related Information in a New Win-
dow, While Maintaining Context • A link-based pop-up appears when
customers click on a link designed to open a new window. Use link-based
pop-ups with EMBEDDED LINKS (K7), EXTERNAL LINKS (K8), and PROCESS

FUNNELS (H1) to display information related to the current page.
Figure H6.2 shows an example of how to use pop-up windows with

EMBEDDED LINKS (K7). Clicking on the link opens a new window to the
specified Web page, letting customers see and explore related information
without having to leave the original Web site.

Pop-up windows are especially useful for PROCESS FUNNELS (H1), like
QUICK-FLOW CHECKOUT (F1) and SIGN-IN/NEW ACCOUNT (H2). Pop-up win-
dows let customers see extra information, such as CONTEXT-SENSITIVE HELP

(H8) or an answer to a FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION (H7), while keeping
them in the funnel. Figure H6.3 shows how Dell uses pop-up windows to
show extra details about a laptop computer, while not leading customers
off the Web page where purchases are made.

Use Pop-Up Windows Sparingly • Minimize the number of automatic and
link-based pop-up windows your Web site creates because they can
quickly overwhelm and frustrate visitors.

Use automatic pop-ups when visitors first come to your site and when
they leave. Also consider using cookies and PERSISTENT CUSTOMER SESSIONS

(H5) so that people see your pop-up windows only once.
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This magazine arti-
cle has an embed-
ded link to another
Web site. The site
opens a new Web
browser window
rather than going
directly to that Web
site, letting visitors
continue reading
the main article. 

(www.java-pro.com, xml.apache.org, May 17, 2002)H6.2
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If you’re using link-based pop-ups, you can reuse previously opened
pop-up windows. This makes it easier for customers because only two
browser windows are open at a time. You can do this with both Java-
Script and plain links. The following JavaScript fragment is an example of
how to create a new pop-up window, in this case a window from this
book’s Web site:

window.open ('http://designofsites.com', 'wnd')

The part labeled ‘wnd’ is the internal name of this window. You can make
this new pop-up window go to another site with the following fragment:

<A TARGET="wnd" HREF="http://anothersite.com">link</a>

Alternatively, if the pop-up window ‘wnd’ does not already exist, this
link will create a new pop-up window for you.

POP-UP WINDOWS
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Dell uses pop-up
windows to show
context-sensitive help
in a process funnel,
while maintaining
context. 

(www.dell.com, October 24, 2001)H6.3
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✲ SOLUTION

Use automatic pop-up windows for showing unrelated information when cus-
tomers enter or exit your Web site. Use link-based pop-up windows to show
related information in a new window, while maintaining context. Minimize the
use of pop-up windows.
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Use pop-up windows to display extra infor-
mation while still maintaining context.

H6.4

✲ CONSIDER THESE OTHER PATTERNS

Use link-based pop-up windows whenever you need to display informa-
tion related to the current page, such as a FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION

(H7) or CONTEXT-SENSITIVE HELP (H8), but do not want visitors to leave the
current page. This is an issue in the PROCESS FUNNEL (H1), EMBEDDED LINKS

(K7), and EXTERNAL LINKS (K8) patterns.
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✲ BACKGROUND

Customers often have the same questions when browsing through a Web
site, whether they are on a PERSONAL E-COMMERCE (A1) or a COMMUNITY

CONFERENCE (A3) site. A good way to answer these repeated questions is
through a frequently asked questions (FAQ) page. This pattern de-
scribes how to gather the questions, what the basic structure of a FAQ
page is, and where to place the FAQ page so that it is easy to find.
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Snapfish has exten-
sive help that offers
a FAQ page and sev-
eral categories of
answers to common
questions. The cate-
gories and a “top 10
list” make it easier
for customers to find
their question in a
large set. Snapfish
also offers a page for
customers who need
more help. 

(www.snapfish.com, February 11, 2002)H7.1
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✲ PROBLEM

Customers often ask the same questions on a Web site, and it can be expensive
and time-consuming to answer the same questions over and over.

Whether on a PERSONAL E-COMMERCE (A1) site, a GRASSROOTS INFORMATION

SITE (A6), or an EDUCATIONAL FORUM (A8), visitors usually ask the same
kinds of questions. Although Web sites must answer these questions, it
can be expensive to answer the same questions repeatedly.

Let your visitors help themselves by providing a frequently asked ques-
tions (FAQ) page, a list of common questions and their answers. A FAQ
page makes it easier for people to search for answers themselves, while
reducing help desk or response time costs for you.

First Identify Some Frequently Asked Questions • Start with a list of ques-
tions from your design team. Get everyone on the design team—from
business and marketing, to design and usability, to programmers—in-
volved in brainstorming. Draft a list of questions, but don’t spend too
much time organizing and grouping the questions yet.

Examine Your Competitors’ FAQ Pages • Ask yourself which questions on
your competitors’ Web sites apply to your Web site, and see if their
answers have better solutions than yours. Keep these in mind for the next
iteration of your Web site.

Collect competitors’ questions that are relevant for your Web site, but
don’t copy the answers. Provide answers that are relevant and appropri-
ate for your Web site instead.

Supplement Your Questions with Those Collected from People in Close Con-
tact with Customers • Collect questions and answers from people who
have a great deal of contact with your customers. One such source is the
people who conduct usability tests. What questions did customers ask
when they were using your Web site? Were they unfamiliar with certain
concepts? For example, if you have an auction site, did the testers under-
stand how bidding works? If you offer wish lists, did people understand
how they work? What were their concerns? Were they worried about
having their credit card information stolen? Were they worried about
returning products?

Another source of questions is the help desk staff. Find out which
questions customers repeatedly ask by phone or by e-mail. Does the help
desk already have a database to help answer questions? Can you get a
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copy of the help desk’s e-mails and replies so that you can see what ques-
tions people asked and what answers were sent back?

Also talk to the marketing and sales staff. Inquire about the questions
customers ask about the products. What features interest them? What
concerns do they have?

See Chapter 3—Knowing Your Customers: Principles and Techniques
for more information about understanding the needs of your customers.

Group Related Questions Together • After collecting questions and
answers, decide how to organize the questions. If there are more than 40,
use an organization scheme. For example, Figure H7.1 shows how Snap-
fish uses a combination of POPULARITY-BASED ORGANIZATION (B7) (see the
“top 10” list on the right) and HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION (B3) to group
frequently asked questions.

On the other hand, if there are only a few questions, the easiest thing
to do is to put all of them on one Web page, at the top, and then link the
questions to the answers below (see Figure H7.2).

If There Are Many Questions, Add a Search Feature • Browsing through a
long list of questions can be dull. Adding a SEARCH ACTION MODULE (J1)
makes it easier to find answers to common questions quickly.

Use Redundant Navigation to Make It Easy to Find Your FAQ Page • Have
multiple links to your FAQ page, including one from the NAVIGATION BAR

(K2) to the FAQ page, labeled FAQ or Help. You can also locate the FAQ
page under ABOUT US (E5) and on the PAGE NOT FOUND (K14) page.

Use a TASK-BASED ORGANIZATION (B4) scheme to link to specific ques-
tions on the FAQ page. For example, if the FAQ page contains informa-
tion about shipping policies, make this information easily accessible on
the QUICK-FLOW CHECKOUT (F1) pages, where customers are more likely to
need it.

Use the FAQ Page Only as a Temporary Fix for Usability Problems • Do not
rely on the FAQ page to help your customers overcome usability prob-
lems. Design the Web site to help customers successfully accomplish their
tasks. Consider the FAQ page a redundant source of information. Your
customers’ goal is not to browse through the FAQ page, but to accomplish
a particular task, and the FAQ page is just one way of helping them do it.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONSH7

Encourage Your Community Site to Create a FAQ Page • The FAQ page can
be a significant community-building effort for COMMUNITY CONFERENCE

(A3) sites. Usually a few people take the initiative to create the first ver-
sion of the FAQ page, and they post it to the community site. They collect
comments, new questions, and new answers from other members of the
community and then iteratively improve the FAQ page (giving due credit
to the contributors, of course). Figure H7.3 shows an example of a com-
munity conference FAQ page.

A3

Figure H7.2 

In many FAQ pages,
questions are
grouped together at
the top and linked to
the answers below or
on separate pages. 

(java.sun.com, October 20, 2001)H7.2
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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Many community
conference sites fea-
ture a FAQ page. This
example shows a
portion of the
rec.birds newsgroup
FAQ page, developed
with the help of
many members of
the community. 

(news://rec.birds, August 24, 2001)H7.3
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✲ CONSIDER THESE OTHER PATTERNS
FAQ pages are useful for all kinds of Web sites, including PERSONAL 

E-COMMERCE (A1) sites, GRASSROOTS INFORMATION SITES (A6), EDUCATIONAL

FORUMS (A8), and COMMUNITY CONFERENCE (A3) sites.
Short FAQ lists are usually organized on a single page; longer ones

might use HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION (B3) and possibly POPULARITY-

BASED ORGANIZATION (B7). Large FAQ lists should have a SEARCH ACTION

MODULE (J1) to let people quickly search through the FAQ page.
Link the FAQ page from the main NAVIGATION BAR (K2) as Help or

FAQ, or put it on the ABOUT US (E5) and PAGE NOT FOUND (K14) pages. Use
TASK-BASED ORGANIZATION (B4), with pages linking to a specific question
and answer on the FAQ page, depending on the task.
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A FAQ page contains com-
monly asked questions and
answers, helping customers
help themselves.

H7.4

✲ SOLUTION

Start by identifying some frequently asked questions with the entire design
team. Review the questions and answers in your competitors’ FAQ pages to
identify any questions your team might have missed. Supplement your ques-
tions with those collected from people in close contact with target customers.
Use an organizational scheme to group related questions. Add a search feature
if there are many questions. Use redundant navigation to make it easy to find
the FAQ page on your site. Use the FAQ page only as a temporary fix if there are
usability problems. 
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✲ BACKGROUND

People will always encounter problems, finding that they need more
information to complete a task. This may even occur when they are try-
ing to complete a task in a PROCESS FUNNEL (H1). Help your customers by
offering context-sensitive help that provides additional information
related to the current task. This pattern describes context-sensitive help
in general, presenting guidelines for how to use it most effectively.
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Dell provides links 
to context-sensitive
help to give cus-
tomers detailed
descriptions of fea-
tures. This context-
sensitive help is
contained in a pop-
up window, letting
customers maintain
the context of the
task while seeing the
information they
need. 

(www.dell.com, October 24, 2001)H8.1

▲
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✲ PROBLEM

Customers sometimes need highly specific help to complete a task.

Sometimes, in the middle of a task, customers have questions that cannot
be answered on the current page. Your Web site might already have a
help page, but it does not make sense to force your customers to go to
that page and lose the context of their work.

Address this problem by providing context-sensitive help. This means
providing appropriate answers, both in text and links, near where cus-
tomers are likely to have questions. The content might include any of the
following:

• An example of what is expected, helping to PREVENT ERRORS (K12)
• A MEANINGFUL ERROR MESSAGE (K13)  describing the problem and how to

solve it
• Detailed descriptions (such as the POP-UP WINDOW (H6) in Figure H8.1

describing a feature in great detail)
• Steps describing how to do the task
• Part of the FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (H7) page

In this section we describe some ways of using context-sensitive help
on your Web site.

Place Context-Sensitive Help near Where It Is Needed • Place links and text
to help your customers spatially. As Figure H8.2 shows, MSN Hotmail
puts a “Why Sign Up?” link right next to links letting customers sign up
for an e-mail account on its SIGN IN/NEW ACCOUNT (H2) page. MSN Hot-
mail also has “Forgot Your Password?” and “Problems Signing In?” links
right next to where customers can sign in and check their e-mail.
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Figure H8.2 

MSN Hotmail offers a
great deal of context-
sensitive help on its
sign-in/new account
page. Help appears in
the form of friendly
questions, such as
“Why Sign Up?”
“Forgot Your Pass-
word?” and “Prob-
lems Signing In?” 

(www.hotmail.com, October 26, 2001)H8.2
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Consider Using Pop-Up Windows to Let Customers Maintain Context • Use a
POP-UP WINDOW (H6) to display help when people need to see the help
page and stay on the same page. The résumé builder service provided by
Monster.com, shown in Figure H8.3, has links to sample titles and objec-
tives. Clicking on one of these links opens a pop-up window that contains
examples, letting people see the information and still type in their infor-
mation in the text fields.

CONTEXT-SENSITIVE HELP
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Figure H8.3 

Monster.com, a Web
site that matches 
job seekers with
employers, provides
a service where
prospective job
hunters build online
résumés. This screen
shot shows the step
of the résumé
builder in which job
hunters are expected
to enter in a title and
objective. To help,
Monster.com pro-
vides links to exam-
ples, which appear in
pop-up windows. 

(www.monster.com, October 26, 2001)H8.3
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✲ SOLUTION

Help your customers by placing context-sensitive text and links near where
they are needed on a page. Consider using pop-up windows to display the help,
letting people continue with their tasks.

502 Patterns: Helping Customers Complete Tasks
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Figure H8.4 

Context-sensitive help
should be placed near
the content that needs it.

✲ CONSIDER THESE OTHER PATTERNS

Use context-sensitive help to PREVENT ERRORS (K12) and to provide MEAN-

INGFUL ERROR MESSAGES (K13). Link context-sensitive help to a specific
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION (H7), or display it in a POP-UP WINDOW (H6) to
let people maintain the context of a task.

H8.4
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